Edson College of Nursing and Health Innovation
At Edson College of Nursing and Health Innovation our mission is to prepare you for a career that makes a real impact both in your community and through health care at large.

We are nationally recognized in the U.S. for innovation in the world: excellence in employer-student connections. Our graduates are prepared to thrive through faculty mentorship, state-of-the-art simulation environments, engaging internships and the highest-quality academic programs.

Driven by Student Success

**BS Community Health**
I’ve been really enjoying my courses and experience as a community health major. I have learned so many things such as leadership, teamwork, how to create social change and most importantly, how to communicate with various different communities. I love that with my major, I can make an impact on a larger population.

- Elizabeth Villanueva

**BS Health Care Compliance and Regulations**
My favorite part of this program is that it integrates policy and health care, laws and regulations for an organization, while still focusing on the patient. So it ensures that the doctors, providers and nurses are liability free and their risks are assessed to provide patients with quality care through quality standards.

- Erandi Ortiz

**BS Health Care Coordination**
There are millions of people in the United States that are unable to afford medical insurance and/or receive medical attention. I love health care coordination because it will provide me with the profession of guiding these people to the treatment they deserve.

- Julio Diaz Figueroa

**BS Health Entrepreneurship and Innovation**
If you’re trying to bring anything to the forefront in health care, this program is for you. You can bring a new tech piece to light, or create a new policy for education or public policy. With this program, there are so many things you can do, if you can just bring it to your mind and make it happen.

- Danielle Martin

**BS Integrative Health**
I pursued this program because my family has had a complex genetic history and I want to help others in their health journey. I want to make a difference in the lives of other people. I personally believe that one size does not fit all when it comes to health care. Integrative health gives people more choices when it comes to care. It allows patients to have a bigger voice in their care.

- Kelly Jasper

**BSN Nursing**
I can be an advocate, a teacher, a care giver, a listening ear, and this program showed me I don’t have to pick just one thing. Bedside is my favorite because I know I’m the first person they see when they come in, and the last person they say goodbye to when they’re discharged. That’s why I love nursing so much.

- Ronni Bell
Involved & Engaged

Internships with Reputable Employers

Our mission is to prepare you for a career through the highest-quality academic, research and clinical programs. Our college is committed to delivering more than a top-tier education. You’ll have the opportunity to pursue internships in your chosen field, designed to prepare you for career success by providing hands-on experiences in your field.

- Feeding Matters
- Banner Health
- Project C.U.R.E.
- Arizona Partnership for Healthy Communities
- Maricopa County Department of Public Health
- Arizona Hospital and Healthcare Association

Internships with Reputable Employers

An annual opportunity for students to present their research projects proposing innovative solutions to health issues, providing them experience pitching their research to peers.

Health Innovation Exhibition

The first-ever accelerator for ASU students, faculty and the community to launch initiatives that focus entirely on health and health care solutions.

Study Abroad

Edson College study abroad exposes students to real world health challenges and opportunities that face communities beyond the United States.

Camp Edson

A two-day, one-night experience for incoming Edson College first-year students to engage with faculty, staff and upperclassmen and gain a better understanding of what it means to be part of the Edson College community.

HEALab
Locations

In the heart of Arizona’s capital, ASU’s Downtown Phoenix campus creates strong academic and career connections for students with media, health care, corporate and government organizations. State-of-the-art living and learning facilities offer students a high quality academic experience woven into the Valley’s metropolitan core.

At ASU’s West campus, in northwest Phoenix, students study health care, business, education, and interdisciplinary arts and sciences. Patterned after the University of Oxford’s architecture, this inviting campus creates a close-knit community. Enhancing the student experience, the campus offers a residence hall, dining facility and recreation center.

Our online degree programs are effective, flexible and smart. Unlike a standard online lecture, ASU’s online courses are highly interactive, engaging each student and ensuring the subject matter is fully understood. This structure facilitates interaction between classmates and our highly recognized faculty on campus.